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• To date no open source software implementation is publicly available for L2 processing of satellite altimetry data of the

Sentinel-3 and Sentinel-6 MF mission

• No reference implementation of the EUMETSAT baseline product is available

• Efforts to improve the baseline L2 processing requires a reimplementation of the baseline processing chain, which is never

the same as the baseline

Objectives of the publication of the PySAMOSA software

• Allow other researcher

• To retrack data by their own

• Extend the baseline processor

• To reproduce results from the literature, e.g. [3,4,5]

• Support open science

Motivation
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• Is a Python-based software for (retracking) 

processing open ocean and coastal waveforms from SAR satellite altimetry

• Measures sea surface heights, wave heights, and wind speed for the oceans and inland waters

• Uses the SAMOSA2 model as described in [1,2]

• Supports the Sentinel-3 and Sentinel-6 MF mission

• Retracks Level-1b (L1b) data to extract the retracked variables SWH, range, and Pu

• Both open ocean and coastal waveforms can be retracked

• Available with a LGPLv3 open source license

Retracking open ocean waveforms is based on

• The specification documents from the official EUMETSAT baseline (S3 [1], S6-MF [2]).

For coastal waveforms, the two retracking algorithms are implemented:

• SAMOSA+ [3] 

• CORAL [4,5]

In addition, FF-SAR-processed S6-MF data can be retracked using the zero-Doppler beam of the SAMOSA2 model and a 

specially adapted αp LUT table, created by the ESA L2 GPP project [7]. The application of the FF-SAR-processed data has 

been validated in [5].

PySAMOSA
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Available and easy-to-use as an official PyPI package

• The source code of PySAMOSA can be found on GitHub

with a getting-started, tips, and a minimal-working code example and jupyter notebook to retrack open ocean data etc.

PySAMOSA

http://github.com/floschl/pysamosa

$ pip install pysamosa
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The implementation is compared against the EUMETSAT baseline and SAMOSA+ in [4,5].

Two short retracked open ocean segments (of the given code sample) for the Sentinel-3 and Sentinel-6 MF missions are 

shown here

Validation

Sentinel-3A Sentinel-6 MF
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There are currently no plans from the authors to continue the development of PySAMOSA.

However, the publication of the software was done to support open science. It is intended to be a community-based project. 

Contributions to this project are very welcome and greatly appreciated.

Possible developments of this project are:

Retracking-related

• Align CS-2 retracking with the CS-2 baseline processing chain, validate against SAMpy developed as part of the ESA 

Cryo-TEMPO project

• Implement evolutions of the EUMETSAT's baseline processing chain [6], e.g. the numerical retracking planned for Q3/2023

Software-related

• Create notebook for a coastal retracking demo

• Create richer documentation (readthedocs)

Future Work
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• A first open source multi-mission SAR altimetry retracking processor was published

• PySAMOSA is now publicly available on GitHub

• or as an official PyPI package on pypi.org

• With this release, we contribute to open science supporting the scientific research community. We welcome contributions to 

PySAMOSA.

Conclusion

http://github.com/floschl/pysamosa

https://pypi.org/project/pysamosa/
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Spare Slides
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• From https://github.com/floschl/pysamosa/blob/main/README.md

Minimal working example (1/2)
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• From https://github.com/floschl/pysamosa/blob/main/README.md

Minimal working example (2/2)
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Adaptive Interference Masking (AIM)

 senses and masks interference within the trailing edge

Generation of a single-look SAMOSA model to produce the interference reference waveform

 AIM detects interference gates and excludes them from fitting procedure  quality of SWH estimate is improved.

CORALv2 Coastal Retracker

detected interference gates

Schlembach F., Passaro M., Dettmering D., Bidlot J., Seitz F.: 

Interference-sensitive coastal SAR altimetry retracking strategy 

for measuring significant wave height. Remote Sensing of 

Environment, 274, 112968, 10.1016/j.rse.2022.112968, 2022

http://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2022.112968
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Adaptive Interference Masking (AIM)

 senses and masks interference within the trailing edge

Generation of a single-look SAMOSA model to produce the interference reference waveform

 AIM detects interference gates and excludes them from fitting procedure  quality of SWH estimate is improved.

CORALv2 Coastal Retracker

detected interference gates
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CORALv2 Coastal Retracker

Retracking waveforms with strong coastal interference by CORALv2 in comparison with SAMOSA+

 quantity of the SWH estimates is increased significantly

quality 

flag q


